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Study’s authors: people should still eat produce
By MIKE STOBBE
AP MedicAl Writer

NEW yORK — a big government
study has fingered leafy greens like lettuce and spinach as the leading source of
food poisoning, a perhaps uncomfortable
conclusion for health officials who want
us to eat our vegetables.
“Most meals are safe,” said dr. Patricia Griffin, a government researcher and
one of the study’s authors who said the
finding shouldn’t discourage people from
eating produce. Experts repeated oftenheard advice: Be sure to wash those
foods or cook them thoroughly.
While more people may have gotten
sick from plants, more died from contaminated poultry, the study also found.
The results were released by the Centers
for disease Control and Prevention.
Each year roughly 1 in 6 americans
— or 48 million people— gets sick from
food poisoning. That includes 128,000
hospitalization and 3,000 deaths, according to previous CdC estimates.
The new report is the most comprehensive CdC has produced on the
sources of food poisoning, covering the
years 1998 through 2008. It reflects the
agency’s growing sophistication at monitoring illnesses and finding their source.
What jumped out at the researchers was the role fruits and vegetables
played in food poisonings, said Griffin,
who heads the CdC office that handles
foodborne infection surveillance and
analysis.
about 1 in 5 illnesses were linked
to leafy green vegetables — more than
any other type of food. and nearly half
of all food poisonings were attributed
to produce in general, when illnesses
from other fruits and vegetables were
added in.
It’s been kind of a tough month for
vegetables. a controversy erupted when
Taco Bell started airing a TV ad for its
variety 12-pack of tacos, with a voiceover
saying that bringing a vegetable tray to a
football party is “like punting on fourthand-1.” It said that people secretly hate
guests who bring vegetables to parties.
The fast-food chain announced it was
pulling the commercial after receiving
complaints that it discouraged people

from eating vegetables.
Without actually saying so, the CdC
report suggests that the Food and drug
administration should devote more staff,
time and other resources to inspection
of fruits and vegetables, said Michael
doyle, director of the University of Georgia’s Center for Food Safety.
Earlier this month, the Fda released
a proposed new rule for produce safety
that would set new hygiene standards
for farm workers and for trying to reduce
contact with animal waste and dirty
water.
Meanwhile, CdC officials emphasized that their report should not be
seen as discouraging people from eating
vegetables.
Many of the vegetable-related illnesses come from norovirus, which is
often spread by cooks and food handlers.
So contamination sometimes has more
to do with the kitchen or restaurant it
came from then the food itself, Griffin
noted.
also, while vegetable-related illnesses
were more common, they were not the
most dangerous. The largest proportion
of foodborne illness deaths — about 1 in
5 — were due to poultry. That was partly
because three big outbreaks more than
10 years ago linked to turkey deli meat.
But it was close. CdC estimated 277
poultry-related deaths in 1998-2008,
compared to 236 vegetable-related
deaths.
Fruits and nuts were credited with
96 additional deaths, making 334 total
deaths for produce of all types. The CdC
estimated 417 deaths from all kinds of
meat and poultry, another 140 from
dairy and 71 from eggs.
Red meat was once seen as one of
the leading sources of food poisoning,
partly because of a deadly outbreak of
E. coli associated with hamburger. But
Griffin and doyle said there have been
significant safety improvements in beef
handling. In the study, beef was the
source of fewer than 4 percent of foodrelated deaths and fewer than 7 percent
of illnesses.
Online:
CDC journal:
www.cdc.gov/eid/
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By LINDA BRANWELL

Feet are the Rodney dangerfield of body parts: “They don’t get no
respect!” That’s especially true for men’s feet.
Men’s feet and ankles take a beating with jobs that often require long
hours standing or walking on hard surfaces such as concrete. Men often
resist going to the doctor when they’re sick or in pain until it starts slowing
them down.
This Valentine’s day, think of your husband’s feet. despite what many
men tell themselves, foot pain is not normal. Here are my top 10 men’s foot
problems:
• Heel pain is often caused by tissue inflammation, but can also result
from a broken bone, a tight achilles tendon, a pinched nerve or other problem. a qualified physician will know how to diagnose and treat the true
cause of heel pain. Usually, heel pain is plantar fasciitis
and this is successfully treated with conservative treatments by your physician.
• ankle sprains always, always, always require a
prompt visit to the doctor. Participating in sports activities is one way men can get a sprained ankle, but even
day-to-day activities such as walking on an uneven surface or slipping on an icy sidewalk can produce the painful stretching or tearing of the ankle ligament.
• Hallux Rigidus, or big toe stiffness and pain,
develops slowly over time as cartilage in the big toe
Vail
joint wears down. This eventually leads to arthritis. The
sooner a man has this diagnosed, the easier it is to treat.
Golfers may develop it as a result of the motion of the foot during the
follow-through of the swing, and other men may have jobs that increase the
stress on the big toe, such as those requiring frequent stooping or squatting.
• achilles tendonitis usually develops from a sudden increase in physical
activity, such as when unconditioned men play weekend sports. Chances of
an achilles tendon rupture can be reduced by treatment of the symptoms
of achilles tendonitis: pain and tenderness on the back of the foot or heel.
These problems are also common in men whose work puts stress on their
ankles and feet, such as laborers.
• Ingrown toenails can pierce the skin, open the door for bacteria to
enter the body, and convince some men to perform dangerous “bathroom
surgery.” Few men know that a doctor can perform a quick procedure that
will end the pain and permanently cure an ingrown toenail.
• Toe and metatarsal fractures (broken toes). Some people say that “the
doctor can’t do anything for a broken bone in the foot.” This is usually not
true. In fact, if a fractured toe or metatarsal bone is not treated correctly,
serious complications may develop.
• athlete’s foot is a chronic infection caused by various types of fungus.
athlete’s foot is often spread in places where men go barefoot such as public
showers or swimming pools.
The condition ranges from mild scaling and itching to painful inflammation and blisters. It usually starts between the toes or on the arch and
may spread to the bottom and sides of the foot.
• Onychomycosis, or fungal nails, refers to any number of fungal infections that can occur on the nails of the feet. I see a lot of men with this
condition due to sweaty feet, poor hygiene and tight fitting shoes.
Fungus that occurs on nails is usually more resistant and more difficult
to treat than athlete’s foot, so physician formula topical or oral antifungal
medications may be prescribed.
• Foot warts are harmless, even though they may be painful. Men often
mistake warts for corns or calluses, which are layers of dead skin that build
up to protect an area which is being continuously irritated. a wart, however,
is caused by a viral infection which invades the skin through small or invisible cuts and abrasions. Foot warts are generally raised and fleshy and can
appear anywhere on the foot or toes.
If the man in your life has any of these symptoms, let him know it is not
normal and he should see a podiatrist. If caught early. most of the above
conditions can be treated very successfully.

The goal of anger management is to reduce your
emotional feelings and the physiological arousal that
anger causes. you can’t get rid of, or avoid, the things or
the people that enrage you, nor can you change them,
but you can learn to control your reactions.
according to the anger management specialists,
some people are more “hot-headed” than others. They
get angry more easily and more intensely than the
average person does. There are also people who don’t
show their anger in loud spectacular ways, but are chronically irritable and grumpy.
angry people don’t always curse
and throw things. Sometimes, they
withdraw socially, sulk or get physically ill.
People who get angry easily
generally have what some psychologists call a low tolerance for frustration, meaning that they feel they
should not have to be subjected Branwell
to inconvenience or annoyance.
They can’t take things in stride,
and they’re infuriated if the situation seems unjust,
such as being corrected for a minor mistake.
angry people also tend to curse, swear or speak in
highly colorful terms that reflect their inner thoughts,
and their thinking becomes exaggerated and overly
dramatic. angry people also tend to demand things:
fairness, appreciation, agreement, wanting to do things
their way.
Everyone wants these things, and we are hurt
and disappointed when we don’t get them. However,
angry people need to become aware of their demanding
nature and translate their expectations into desires.
In other words, saying, “I would like…” is healthier
than saying, “I demand,” or “I must have.”
anger management specialists use “cognitive
restructuring,” which is simply replacing irrational
thoughts with more rational ones.
For instance, instead of telling yourself, “Oh, it’s
awful, it’s terrible, everything’s ruined,” tell yourself,
“It’s frustrating, and it’s understandable that I’m upset
about it, but it’s not the end of the world, and getting
angry is not going to fix it anyhow.”
Be careful of using words like “never” or “always,”
when talking about yourself or someone else. “She
never listens,” or “you’re always forgetting things” are
usually inaccurate.
Such statements make the angry person feel that his
anger is justified. at the same time, angry people also
alienate and humiliate others who might otherwise be
willing to work with them on a solution.
Finally, remind yourself that the world is “not out
to get you” and that you may be experiencing some of
the rough spots of daily life. do this each time you feel
anger getting the best of you, and it’ll help you get a
more balanced perspective.
Branwell, a licensed independent social worker with
a specialization in chemical dependency, is owner of
Espero Wellness & Counseling Center Ltd., Findlay.
If you have a mental health question, please write
to: Mental Health Moment, The Courier, P.O. Box
609, Findlay, OH 45839.

Cadavers honored in med
student dissection lab
Students read letters
of appreciation to
their ‘first patients’
LINDSEY TANNER
AP MedicAl Writer

GaRy, Ind. — When medical
students have finished their study
and practice on cadavers, they often
hold a respectful memorial service
to honor these bodies donated to
science.
But the ceremonies at one medical school have a surreal twist:
Relatives gather around the cold
steel tables where their loved ones
were dissected and which now hold
their remains beneath metal covers.
The tables are topped with white
or burgundy-colored shrouds, flags
for military veterans, flowers and
candles.
The mixture of grace and goth
at the Indiana University School
of Medicine-Northwest campus
might sound like a scene straight
out filmmaker Tim Burton’s quirky
imagination. yet, despite the surrounding shelves of medical specimens and cabinets of human bones,
these dissection lab memorials are
more moving than macabre.
The medical students join the
families in the lab and read letters
of appreciation about the donors, a
clergy member offers prayers, and
tears are shed.
Family members are often
squeamish about entering that
room. In this year’s ceremony relatives of one of the six adult donors
being honored chose not to participate. and some who did attend had
mixed feelings.
Joan Terry of Griffith, Ind.,
came to honor her sister, Judy
Clemens, who died in 2011 at age
51 after a long battle with health
problems including multiple sclerosis and osteoporosis. Terry said she
felt a little hesitant about being in
the dissection lab and was relieved
that nothing too graphic was visible.
“I was kind of looking forward
to coming,” Terry said. “This is
... like a closure. I know Judy’s
not with us anymore. I know that
she’s dancing on the streets of gold
in heaven. She’s probably smiling
knowing that her body’s helping
other people, helping these young
doctors learn something about her,
because that’s what she wanted.

By DR. THOMAS F. VAIL

“

Vail is with Advanced Footcare Clinic, Findlay. Questions for Blanchard
Valley Health System experts may be sent to Weekend Doctor, The Courier, P.O. Box 609, Findlay, OH 45839.

Staying healthy, Staying home

Being treated in my
home, I feel, is more
beneficial to a
faster recovery!
— Scott

“

Study says leafy
greens top food
poisoning source
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GARY, IND., MEDIcAL STuDENT Jimmy Beasley, left, speaks
with Joan Terry about her sister, donor Judy A. clemens, after
a memorial service for bodies donated to science at Indiana
university School of Medicine-Northwest.

That’s the type of person that she
was. She was always giving.”
More than three dozen students,
donors’ relatives and campus staff
members crowded the anatomy lab
during the memorial, surrounding
the tables and standing solemnly
along the room’s perimeter. Some
dabbed their eyes as prayers and
remembrances were said, but faces
were mostly stoic and there was
no sobbing. The lab’s usual odor
of formaldehyde was strangely
absent, masked perhaps by the
sweet aroma of bouquets decorating the cadaver tables.
Some donors’ relatives wore
formal funeral attire. Terry, noting
her plain pink T-shirt, said her
sister wasn’t a fancy person, either.
Terry closed her eyes and struggled
not to cry during the service, saying
beforehand that Clemens “would be
upset if I did.”
abdullah Malik, a medical student who worked on Judy Clemens,
thanked her in a letter he read aloud
during the ceremony.
“To have the courage and fortitude to endure as much as she did
is a testament to her strength and
an inspiration to us all,” he read,
standing next to Clemens’ sister
beside the dissection table holding
Clemens’ remains.
Ernest Talarico Jr., an assistant
professor and director of anatomy
coursework, created the unusual
program and began holding the
laboratory ceremonies in 2007.
The cadavers are considered the
medical students’ first patients, and
students are encouraged to have

contact with the donors’ families
during the semester, too.
at other medical schools,
donated bodies remain anonymous and students never meet the
families. Talarico said his program
humanizes the learning experience.
Talarico views the services
as life-affirming and a chance to
give thanks. The education these
donated bodies have provided is
invaluable, he says, teaching doctors-to-be how the body works, and
what causes things to go wrong.
“We look at it as a celebration
of the lives of those individuals and
the gift that they have given to us,”
Talarico said.
He considers the location fitting.
“I think it is appropriate in that
we honor them in the setting in
which they desired to give what
they viewed as their last gift to
humanity,” he said.
Malik, the medical student, said
knowing the donors’ identities and
meeting their families enriches the
students’ medical education.
“Once you put a name and a
face to the body that you’re working with, once you kind of put an
identity to it, you kind of connect to
it in a really meaningful and powerful way,” he said.
Medical student Kyle Parker
said he admired the donors’ relatives for showing up, and wondered
if he were in their shoes, “would I
be willing to meet the people who
have actually dissected my family
member?”
Parker said he hopes the answer
would be yes.

-Scott Estep
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Carla Treadway, PTA

Mr. Estep is part of the Wounded Warrior Project. While
deployed to Afghanistan, he injured his knee and needed
a total knee replacement. AmeriCare Home Health is there
to provide him with Skilled Nursing and Physical Therapy
to aid in his recovery
y process.
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